Introduction
Viewpoint resolution was proposed by Leite [9] as a means for very early validation in the process of requirements elicitation.
Requirements elicitation is the process in requirements analysis responsible for understanding, finding and gathering information. As a part of requirements elicitation, the objective of fact-validation is to make sure that the facts gathered reflect the original intent, as well as to help unfold the knowledge not yet recorded as facts'.
Viewpoint resolution is a different approach to very early validation.
It takes place in the process of factvalidation, and it is based on the acknowledgement that software requirements can be elicited from different viewpoints.
Our objective is to show, using a "seemingly simple" problem description, how a early validation scheme, based on viewpoints, is capable of identifying and classifying problems related to correctness and completeness. Our Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and Its date appear, and notice IS given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specdc permission. results help to show that comparing different perceptions about a problem helps the understanding of the problem being addressed.
The study presented here is very similar to the study done by Wing (161 on the twelve articles addressing the library problem presented at the fourth IWWSD. Wing compares the different approaches and how they reveal problems in the description of the library example. Wing's comparison produced a list of problems of "ambiguities" and "incompletenesses" of the library description. She correctly pointed out that: "the interesting result of the specification exercise is not the specification itself by the insight gained about the specificand". From our viewpoint, Wing performed a viewpoint resolution over the 12 cases analyzed. In our study, we show how our viewpoint resolution framework is applied to the same problem analyzed by Wing. In the next sections, we will present the overall understanding of viewpoint resolution, the cases analyzed, the results of the study, and conclusions based on these results.
Why Viewpoints?
In the task of modeling the users' expectations in the universe of discourse,' a systems analyst may encounter, and usually does, different opinions about the problem being addressed. Different systems analysts, when modeling the users' expectation in the same universe of discourse, produce different models. The same systems analyst when modeling the same universe of discourse may do so by using different perspectives (e.g.., a data model versus a process model).
All the above is common knowledge. The important point is that some software engineering methods use this fact with the objective of producing a model that 'better" mirrors the users' expectations in the universe of discourse.
'A fact is a relationship between keywords of the application vocabulary %hirerse of di8COUnC ir the ererd context in which the roftrarc will be developed. The unirerse of discourse includes alI the BOUIKCB of information and all the people related to the software. These people are referred to 81 the actor-n in this universe of discourse.
An example of such a method is CORE [lo] .
The principle that more sources of information provide a better understanding of a subject has been used for centuries in court investigation. Different witnesses may have conflicting or complementary recollections. By using this principle in the process of elicitation, the "chances" of detecting correctness and completeness problems will be greater. To effectively profit from this principle it is necessary to compare and analyze different views.
The analysis and comparison of viewpoints as proposed by Ross' SADT [13] and Mullery's CORE are informal tasks. They are similar to what we [Q] call "Using Informal Checking." They rely heavily on the "good" systems analyst.
Although CORE and SADT advocate the use of viewpoints, neither one has a structured model to explicitly state how to profit from doing so. That is, besides the reliance on inspection procedures and some general guidelines, no model is presented for the use of viewpoints with the results derived from their inspection.
In order to properly profit from considering different viewpoints, there is a need for what we call viewpoint re.+ olution. Next, we describe viewpoint resolution and define the terminology used in this framework.
Viewpoint Resolution
Viewpoint resolution is a means for very early validation in the process of requirements elicitation.
It assumes a process oriented definition of requirements analysis as proposed in [2] . According to this definition, requirements analysis is seen as composed of two processes: requirements elicitation and modeling (see Figure 1 ).
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Fact-ralidatron Figure 1 : Parts of the Requirements Analysis Process Viewpoint resolution is the process which identifies discrepancies between two different viewpoints, classifies and evaluates those discrep ancies and integrates the alternative solutions into a single representation (Figure 2) .
By examining the model presented in Figure 2 and the definition of requirements analysis (Figure l) , it is easy to note that there are some viewpoint resolution tasks belonging to fact-validation and others belonging to commanication. The tasks related to fact-validation are called viewpoint analysis and the tasks related to communication are called viewpoint reconciliation.
Our work [Q] does not deal, in detail, with viewpoint reconciliation. Our work has focused on the problems of identification oi discrepancies and the classification of these discrepancies, thus providing an agenda upon which the evaluation and integration of viewpoints can be based.
In the next section we present the overall strategy for identification and classification of discrepancies in viewpoint resolution.
The terms and their definitions used thereafter in the text are as follows. Universe of discourse -Universe of discourse is the overall context in which the software will be developed. The is-a hierarchy of concepts in the universe of discourse and the parts-of hierarchy of concepts in the universe of discourse.
Proposed Strategy for Viewpoint Analysis
The proposed strategy comprises procedures to formalize viewpoints (method), procedures to analyze the formalized viewpoints (static analyzer), and a special language, VWPI, to represent viewpoints. The language provides the representation which registers the formalism, and makes possible its analysis
The language is derived from PRISM (51, a production system architecture. As such, our viewpoint analysis strategy is basically a process for finding discrepancies between two rule bases, each one representing a different view or perspective according to a viewpoint.
The process of validating facts is dependent on the pr+ cess of finding facts. It is assumed that the facts (keywords) are available before the application of the viewpoint resolution strategy. Next we present the overall method behind producing a viewpoint, the description of the VWPl, and an overall description of the procedures that analyze different viewpoints.
Method
In Figure 3 there is an overall description of the strategy. John and Mary, both systems analysts, perform the task of modeling users' intentions. They both use the VWPl language to express their perception of the universe of dig course. They use different perspectives (process, data, and actor) and different hierarchies (is-a, and partsof) to improve their own view. Once a series of critiques is provided, each analyst alone, solves the internal conflicts and integrates their final perception into a view. This "final" view is expressed in the process perspective together with the hierarchies. After that, both viewpoints are compared and analyzed.
Thus, in order to identify and classify discrepancies between different viewpoints, views are to be taken from the viewpoints. Views are produced by a process called view construction. The construction of a view is based on the following. After two views are available it is possible to compare different viewpoints.
As noted above, it is common knowledge that, systems analysts, when modeling the universe of discourse, may do so by using different perspectives. An example is the usual modeling of data and processes. This work, in addition to data and process modeling, uses actor modeling [q. The idea behind actor modeling is to model using the perspective of those who are responsible for the processes, i.e., human agents or devices. The objective of using hierarchies is to try to attach some "semantics" to the information encoded on the viewpoint language. A specialization relationship between keywords is established as well as a decomposition relationship.
In order to COIBtNCt a view a systems analyst describes the problem using the three perspectives and two hierarchies. The perspectives are:
the actor perspective, the data perspective, and the process perspective. The hierarchies are the is-a hierarchy and the parts-of hierarchy. The perspectives and hierarchies are compared, and the "list of discrepancies" and "types of discrepancies" are produced. A view is the integration of perspectives and hierarchies,' achieved by the viewpoint holder, with the help of an "agenda", which is produced by the analysis of perspectives. When no more feedback is available from the analysis of perspectives, then an integration can occur.
The construction of a perspective is a process in which there is the assumption that the systems analys,t uses the concept of "application vocabulary" [2] , such that the keywords of the universe of discourse are carried into the viewpoint representation. The basic idea is that a systems analyst first analyzes a problem and writes down his findings using the VWPl actor perspective. Sometime later, without looking at the result of the actor perspective, the analyst does the same using the data perspective and the process perspective. The same approach is used in acquiring the hierarchies. It is assumed that the comparison of those perspectives and hierarchies held by the same systems analyst will provide him with clues to produce a "better" %ur work used a fixed role of the viewpoint holder, that is the role of a systems ana1.W.
'It is important to note that in the conetruction of a view there is no need for the tanks related to the communication process (see Fii 2). Site the dkrcpancies in view construction art rclsted to a 8i@e person, the systems analyst, the "mapping of solution to vierrpoints" and the "negotiation" are not l problem, since they only depend on one single individual. process perspective and hierarchies which are then considered to be the representation of his viewpoint about the problem.
The general guidelines for acquiring hierarchies and perspectives are as follows. Provide is-a and partsof hierarchies for the concepts presented in the universe of discourse. For each perspective l find the facts; l express the facts using keywords of the application de main; l classify the facts into: objects facts, actions facts, and agents facts; and l define functionality of facts by coding them as productions.
Objects represent both the "objects" and the rtater of these objects (that is, objects are the facts that could not be classified under action or agent). There are no constraints on providing the hierarchies; an item is chosen to be in the hierarchy by the sole judgement of the viewpoint holder. The guidelines are purposely loose to make it simpler for the viewpoint holder to express his views.
In order to use the method as described above a rep resentation in which this information will be cast is necessary. The description of such representation is given below.
4.2
The Viewpoint Language A language was created for representing viewpoints, and its syntax and semantics were defined. This language is derived from PRISM [5], a production system architecture. As such our viewpoint resolution strategy is basically a process for finding discrepancies between two rule bases, each one representing a different perspective or viewpoint. This representation's main objective is to register early results of the fact-elicitation process in the requirements elicitation effort. It is not intended to be a requirements language. Its usefulness is restricted to the fact-validation process. Our research has been exploring the use of a rule base language as a way of expressing functionality and constraints for the process of elicitation in requirements analysis. A claim made earlier [a] and the empirical evidence available from our work [a], together with references from the literature [4], allows us to hypothesize that expressing functionality and functionality-related constraints in production rules is simple and fairly easy to use.
The overall idea of VWPl is to have a predefined structure for the construction of rules. The imposition of a further constraint on the usual scheme of the left hand side being conditions and the right hand side being actions, makes it possible that some static semantic information is made available by the rule structure itself. The approach used in VWPl is similar to the one used in case gmmmorr [ll] , where the structures produced by the grammar rules correspond to semantics relations rather than to strictly syntactic ones.
In A fad is a relationship between keywords. The keywords used for expressing facts in VWPl are checked against a type list before being parsed. In other words, a set membership "semantic' check is performed on the keywords provided for describing the view.
The general structure of the rules are described by the VWPl grammar [9] . For each perspective there is a special combination of types and classes. In this article we only use the process perspective, for which the rule structure is (LB follows. l LHS -input is an action and objects (optional), invariant can be an agent and/or an object.
l RI-IS -output is an object. A fact is composed of a fad-keyword and fad-attribrh?. An example is "(book =book-id =author =title)." In this case we have the fact-keyword "book" and the attributes: "book-id", "author", and "title.".
By using a nondeterministic control, it is possible to use the process perspective as an early, executable, expression of the requirements Ia Hierarchies are encoded as lists. The lists are organized by the kind of hierarchy (is-a, or parts-of) and the type of the facts. For each kind and type the root in the hierarchy is the head of a list followed by the leaves of that bierarchy. Next, we describe the automated static analyzer implemented in Scheme [la].
4.3
The Static Analyzer
The analysis of different perspectives and different views is achieved by a set of procedures, which perform an analysis of two sets of perspectives or views. The perspectives and/or views are represented using VWPL Because VWPl is a rule based representation, the static analysis is really performed between two rule sets (Figure 4) .
Comparing two rule sets only makes sense when there 'Working memory is the global database of a production system, where the facts are kept & chqed.
is enough similarity between them. In our case there is a series of factors that leads to that similtitg; below we list the most important ones.
l The fact that viewpoint holders are viewing the same universe of discourse.
l The use of a method which stress the importance of maintaining the concept of "application vocabulary" when modeling a view or a perspective.
l The use of a special language which constrains how the rules are expressed.
The static analyzer proposed and implemented has two major tasks: finding which rules are similar between each other, and, once rules are paired, identifying and classifying the discrepancies between them. Rules that are not paired = classified as missing information. The pairing of rules and their further analysis are basically syntactic oriented.
Being based on the syntactic representation of terms, the analyzer depends basically on pattern matchers and partial matchers. Those matching procedures, which are applied between facts of the two different rule sets, have different scoring algorithms depending on the "semantic" information available from the lyper and C~JJCJ of each fact.
The classification of discrepancies, that is, determining which are the missing information discrepancies and which are the wrong information discrepancies, is done based on scores resulting from the matchers and on the information available in the hierarchies. In designing the static analyzer we borrowed several ideas from the work on analogy in Artificial Intelligence and used a descriptive framework described by Hall [3] " (Figu~ 4). Simple "semantics" hints, such as: using hierarchies and case grammars, are used to enhance the performance of the analyzer. It is ob 'vious that the static analyzer can not say anything about two rules that do not have discrepancies but which are not correct with respect to the universe of discourse.
Case Study
The csse study undertaken by this article is based on four articles presented at the fourth IWSSD: A Larch Specify Figure 4 : The Static Analyzer Heuristics the papers deal with the library problem. Since we believe that the audience of this article is familiar with t,he library problem we do not describe it here.
In order to make it possible to present in a short paper the details of viewpoint analysis, we restricted ourselves to the action "check-out" and on the constrai.nts of the library problem. In [9] longer cases are reported. Next we outline the main assumptions used in the study. as we!! as the heuristic used to transform each author Jescriptiol: into a view
Premises and General Heuristic
The ideal case study would be to have each of the authors describe the library problem using our viewpoint language. VWPl, and using the method we prescribed. Since this is not the c8se, we simulated their use of VWPl. This simulation is believed to be realistic because of the following assumptions. Each of the authors, independent of the ap preach used, performed a elicitation process. Each author produced a "model" of the problem using their preferred approach. The universe of discourse is the Iibrary statement, augmented by each author preconcived notion of a library. Most of the authors used the concept of "application vocabulary". The actions and the agents are easily identified. Each author has already "debuged" his understanding of the problem, such that we can consider their representations to be their final ('view" of the problem. The general heuristic used to construct each author viewpoint is as follows:
Find where the author describes the action "checkout" and base the construction of the rule(sj in that description. Use the same keyvwords, used by the definition of operations or entities in the author method, for naming the facts. Use as attributes of the facts the parameters or the attributes of each operation or entity.
In the approaches where there is separation between data and process, use the data portion to help constructing the hierarchies. Also, use the data portion to help the identification of the attributes. Distinguish agents from objects based on a "well behaved guess"; for the action there is no doubt, since that the process "check-out" is very well distinguished in all the four works.
Using the above set of heuristics it was relatively straightfoward to come up with VWPl rules for each of the ap proaches. The less easy tasks were: choosing the right attributes in order to give the "execution flavor" of VWPl (process perspective), and describing the notion of number of books checked out to a customer.
It should be clear that some of the papers do not intend to give explicit descriptions, let. alone complete ones. Because of that, it is not fair to suppose that one approach is more complete or more correct than the others. On the other hand, since some of the approaches were less complete than others, we could demonstrate the capability of our automated viewpoint analysis. Next we present the "codified" view of each author.
VWPl Descriptions
The descriptions use the perspective rule described above. The fact delele-ftom the working memory (RI-IS) is the pre-condition input (LHS). A pre-condition input is dis carded in order to maintain the working memory consis tency. The fact add-to the working memory (RHS) is the post-condition output. The other facts in the LHS are the pre-conditions that did not change, that is, the invariants. In the hierarchies ir-a and parts-of, the head of the list is the root of the hierarchy. We will provide a brief comment for the first rule of these descriptions, to help the understanding of the VWPl syntax. (groatrr -IL -n-minar-onr)) (chockout-Unit *tmr =n-mInur-onr) --> ((Sadd-to wm <error checkout-limit)))) ) <ir-r (1 (uoor borrowor libruy-rtoff))) (puta-of (2 (book author titlo copy))) ; In tho ir-r hierarchy tho yout user ir ; tho higher generalization of borroror ; aud library-rtoff.
In tho partr-of ; hierarchy; author. title aud copy are ; partr of thr object book.
(library copies-of-books))) (partr-of (2 (repository itonr place rtaff aaorr) (copy-of-a-book title author irbn))) um (rorponaiblo =book -usor))))
(1 (usor rogulu staff))) (puts-of (1 (urorr nuo status books)) (2 (book titlo author rubjoct) (library 
Results
The static analyzer is not intended to be a perfect anal.yzer: neither it could be. Its performance is dependent not only on its heuristics as well as on the descriptions being analazed.
A demonstration of this is that perspective analysis have, always, had a better performance than viewpoint analysis in the cases studied [9] . Performance here is understood as how well the messages compare with the possible messages produced by an inteligent agent performing the analysis. It also should be kept in mind that the messages produced by the analyzer are advices
We should note that the analyzer besides producing relevant messages, also produces a series of redundant messages and messages that could have been dismissed by an intelligent agent. Unfortunately, this last side effect is not easy to overcome.
In the next section, we list some of the messages produced by the analyzer that could be claassified under the category of undesirable effects.
We Ah these messages, being part of the "agenda" produced by the viewpoint. analysis will bring up discussions between the viewpoint holders about the following prob lems: constraint on the borrowing limit (1) error messages for not hold constraints (S), the role of the agents 'user and 'staff (2), the question of responsibility of a user (3), and the questions about attributes (4). These discussions are part of, what we have called, viewpoint reconciliation (Figure 2 ). Yue -Wing: The probable rule pairs are (21 02), (21 01) and (22 03). The relevant messages are listed below.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Yue's rules are missing rules similar to Wing's rules 5 and 4.
Yue's rule 21 is missing the objects !not-notavail and 'not-overlimit and the agent 'user with respect to Wing's rule 1.
Comparing Yue's rule 21 and Wing's rule 2, the following objects are in contradiction:
'copy-borrower and 'responsible.
Comparing Yue's rule 21 and Wing's rule 1, the following objects are in contradiction:
'copy-borrower and 'checkedout.
The attributes of Yue's 'checkout-limit and Wing's 'limit do not correspond. The attributes of Yue's 'book and Wing's 'book and Yue's 'check-out and Wing's 'check-out do not correspond.
The messages produced by this comparison raises the questions about: the constraints (5 and 4), the role of the agent 'user (2), the notions of responsability and 'checkedout-to (3 and 4) and the different attributes used (5 and 6). These questions, by being part of the agenda for viewpoint reconciliation, should be resolved by the actors involved in the process of elicitation. Wing -Lee The probable rule pairs are (1 41) (I 42) (2 41): (2 42), (3 43), (3 44), (4 43), (4 44) (5 43), and (5 44). Next we list the relevant merrager produced by the analyzer.
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
Wing's rules are missing a rule similar to Lee's rule 46.
There is 54%* of chance that Wing's rule 2 is missing the object 'is-staff and Lee's rule 42 is missing the object 'not-overlimit.
There is 11% of chance that Lee's rule 42 is missing the object 'library and Wing's rule 2 is missing 'lastborrower.
Lee's rule 42 is missing the object 'not-hascopy.
The attributes of Wing's 'user and Lee's 'user do not correspond.
The attributes of Wing's check-out and Lee's checkout do not correspond.
The messages reported in this comparison bring up the following problems: the necessity of adding a 'cardcatalogue constraint (l), the need to establish the role of 'library (3), the role of the object 'is-staff (2), the at,. tributes of 'book, 'user and 'check-out (5 and 6), and the necessity of checking if a borrower has, already, a copy of a book (4). As with the other comparisons, this agenda will drive the processes of evaluation and integration of viewpoints. 4 45) and (5 44) were considered to be "probable rule pairs", when in "reality" they should not; in the case of Rich -Yue the, attribute diagnosis for the pair (51 21) wss repeated for the (52 21) pair. The heuristics of the analyzer could be improved mainly by using better pattern-matchers and by eliminating redundant messages.
By heavily relying on the "application vocabulary" concept [2], the strategy is very much syntax oThis percentage represents the message degree of belief, it is at.-tributed according to the results of the set of scoring heuristic.
oriented. Although being syntax oriented the experiments done so far have demonstrated its usefullness. These experiments used, at a maximum, rule bases of 20 rutes. Its use for larger rule bases was not investigated, but an incremental use of the strategy, for different levels of abstraction [s]~ could help in addressing this problem. Another aspect not dealt with, SO far, is the construction of human-interfaces for the strategy.
Further experiments with viewpoint analysis, will not only evaluate its uselfulness in the process of elicitation, and thus on the process of knowledge acquisition. but will possibly suggest improvements that will make its application more productive.
Conclusions
The case study helped to show that it is higlhy desirable to have an early validation in the software construction process. By doing so, it also showed the role of a viewpoint analysis strategy in pointing out problems in the understanding of the situation which we are trying to model. Although the "agenda" produced by the viewpoint analysis distinguishes between completeness and consistencies problems between views, it raises a series of problezas that may show "ambiguities" or "incompleteness" of the source of information in the universe of discourse. By examining different. views of the same universe of discourse we are obtaining a meta insight about what Wing calls the specificand.
The evaluation and the integration of views has to deal with those problems, and has to perform the formation of the reconciled view (Figure 2 ). It should be noted that this process is not a simple technical problem. but it is, in reality, a problem which is related to social aspects of computing, since it deals with several different actors of the universe of discourse. It is interesting to observe that Wing [IS] did a sort of viewpoint resolution in her analysis of the library problem, since she acknowledged the change of information between the several authors involved, but in that case she was the final judge of the analysis. Viewpoint reconciliation should try to be a participative process with all the actors involved in the process.
The distinction of completeness problems from consis tency problems is one of the greatest advantages of using a domain based approach [12] [l]. In this approach, a requirements is validated against the domain. Our approach, although not providing the same performance as compared to a domain based validation, has the advantage of not needing the costly construction of a domain.
